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Homicide Task Force Investigating Two Murders in Trenton
TRENTON – The Mercer County Homicide Task Force is investigating two homicides that
occurred late Wednesday evening in the city. At this early stage, both homicides appear to be the
result of robbery attempts. There is no evidence to indicate that the homicides are related.
At approximately 9:40 p.m. on July 30, Trenton police officers were dispatched to the area of
Hoffman and Rosemont avenues after numerous calls were received regarding shots fired and a man
shot. Upon arrival, officers located the victim, later identified as Tyshawn Goodman (DOB 11.9.88)
of Pennington Avenue, Trenton, lying on the corner of Hoffman and Rosemont suffering from
multiple gunshot wounds. Goodman was transported to Capital Health Regional Medical Center
where he was pronounced dead. A second victim, a 20-year-old Trenton man, arrived at Capital
Health Regional Medical Center via private vehicle suffering from gunshot wounds to the chest and
both feet. He is currently in stable condition.
Preliminary investigation indicates the men were in a vehicle headed to a house in the 200 block of
Rosemont Avenue. As they exited the vehicle, they were approached by three black males who
attempted to rob them at gunpoint.
In the second incident, Trenton police officers were dispatched to 18-20 North Broad Street at
approximately 10:20 p.m. on a report of a man shot. Upon arrival, officers located the victim, later
identified as George Jamison (DOB 6.14.71) of South Main Street, Pennington, suffering from a
single gunshot wound to the back. Jamison was transported to Capital Health Regional Medical
Center where he was pronounced dead. Preliminary investigation indicates that Jamison was sitting
on a bus stop bench when a single black male attempted to rob him at gunpoint. The suspect was
observed bicycling away from the scene toward East Hanover Street.
Anyone with information on either case is asked to the homicide task force at (609) 989-6406 or the
Trenton police confidential tip line at (609) 989-3663.
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